SQUEEGEES

We carry:
2 ft, 3 ft and 4 ft squeegees

This is used for applying/spreading pavement sealer. Each squeegee assembled with a 6ft handle.

Squeegee broom

This is used for applying/spreading pavement sealer. This item is assembled with a 5ft handle.

Crack filler V-shaped squeegee:
Cold push
Cold pull
Hot push
Hot pull

Used to level out and compact the crackfiller. This item is assembled with a 5ft handle.

Replacement blades:
2 FT
3 FT
4 FT
V shape
Hot V shape

* Please call or check website for current pricing
BROOMS

16” Orange street broom
The safety orange bristle is perfect for street crews, construction & other demanding worksites. This item is assembled with a 5ft handle.

24” street broom w/ scraper
This dual purpose broom has a shaped steel blade for scraping up caked dirt & residue. This item is pre-assembled with a 5 ft handle.

16” wire broom
This #30 gauge wire street broom is used for scarifying oil spots and sweeping heavier debris. This item is pre-assembled with a 6ft handle.

24” sealcoat broom
Natural fiber palmyra. This item is used for applying sealcoat to ensure a textured finish. This item is assembled with a 6ft fiberglass handle.

36” sealcoat broom

* Please call or check website for current pricing
**BRUSHES**

**Tack brush w/ handle**

Used to tack edges with liquid emulsion. This item is assembled with a 5ft handle.

**Tack brush**

Used to tack edges with liquid emulsion.

**SHOVELS**

**Square shovel**

Multi purpose tool, used on paving jobs to move around asphalt

**RAKES**

We sell complete rakes or just the blade

This light weight tool is used for leveling asphalt. This item is assembled with a 6’9” ft handle.

* Please call or check website for current pricing
**SCRAPERS**

14” Scraper

This item is used for scraping oil spots before seal coating.

14” replacement blades

5” scraper

For scraping excess material from work area and tools.

**DEPTH GAUGE**

Measures depth/thickness of the hot asphalt

**A/C HAND TAMPER**

For compacting wedges and pot holes.

8 x 8 square with a 48” handle.

* Please call or check website for current pricing
CORNUCOPIA POTS

Used for crackfilling

Without wheels: used for general crackfilling to go in different directions.

With wheels: generally used for introduction into traffic loops, linear cracks.

HAND CLEANER

Removes many types of inks, oils, grease, tar & other soil from the hands through its unique cleaning action.

OIL-FLO

Available in:
- 1 pint
- 1 Gallon
- 5 Gallon pails (not pictured)

Heavy duty degreaser. A unique water soluble liquid that dissolves most organic stains & materials such as asphalt, tar, crude oil & refined oils.

* Please call or check website for current pricing
GLOVES

Leather & Rubber
(Slip resistant)

ORANGE GEL

Multi purpose cleaner for a variety of surfaces such as ceramic tile, porcelain, formica, stainless steel, hard vinyl, aluminum in bathrooms, kitchens, shops, offices & production areas.

FLAGGING RIBBON

Available colors; Roll length is 150 ft. Roll width is ¾”
fluorescent pink, yellow, lime

CAUTION TAPE

To cordon off job sites or recently finished seal projects

* Please call or check website for current pricing
STOP/SLOW SIGN

Two sided sign. One side with STOP and the other side with SLOW with orange background.

SAFETY VESTS

Available sizes M-XXL

TRAFFIC CONES

We sell:

18” cones
&
28” cones

CONCRETE BUMPER BLOCKS

36” (3 ft) block (pictured) Used in parking stalls
48” (4ft) block

* Please call or check website for current pricing
SAND

30 mesh sand
50 lb bag
100 lbs bag
This sand is used for sand seal. Used as a mix in OverKote crackfiller.

90 mesh sand
in
100 lbs bags
This item is used to mix with OverKote. Mainly used for tennis courts (for a smooth surface)

SpecPatch

50 lb bag
Cold mix asphalt. Used too temporarily fill-in potholes.

* Please call or check website for current pricing
OVERKOTE PRODUCTS

CRACKFILLER I

1 gallon container

This cold applied product is designed for use in filling cracks in asphalt concrete.

5 gallon container

It consists of emulsified petroleum, asphalt, fillers & polymers.

CRACKFILLER II

5 gallon container

This cold applied product is designed for use in filling cracks in asphalt concrete.

It consists of emulsified petroleum, asphalt, fillers & polymers.

LOOPFILLER

5 gallon container

Used for sealing inductive wire loops and leads embedded in asphalt & portland cement concrete.

This product meets State of CA specification 8040-41A-15

* Please call or check website for current pricing
PAVEMENT SEALER

OverKote pavement sealer or pavement coating. This product seals asphalt to create a barrier/protectant from the natural elements to keep it from aging.

5 gallon container

BUMPER ADHESIVE

For securing parking bumpers blocks

5 gallon container

OIL SPOT SEAL

Used to cover oil spots to prevent them from coming back up again. Placed before OverKote Pavement sealer.

5 gallon container

* Please call or check website for current pricing
OVERKOTE PLUS

It is a specially blended copolymer emulsion along with effective resistance additives to modify emulsion sealer to achieve outstanding toughness, color enhancement, fast cutting time, greater flexibility, high viscosity, good suspension of the aggregates. Excellent for commercial & industrial parking lots, airport runways, traffic safety islands & service stations.

GATOR-AID

Gator-Aid is a blend of an asphaltic emulsion and mineral fillers designed especially for alligatored areas. It can also be used for filling cracks in excess of ½” in width and bird baths ¼” in depth.

* Please call or check website for current pricing
OIL POT ACCESSORIES:

HAND WAND VALVE

¾” ball valve

This item turns the oil on/off. This item can be sold separately or part of hand wand set.

BELL REDUCER

This item attaches to the ends of hand wands & tips.

SPRAY TIP FOR HAND WAND

Available in #1 or #2 sizes

This item attaches to the end of the wand. To evenly distribute oil on surface.

HOSE ADAPTER

Used to connect hose to oil pot or hand wand.

* Please call or check website for current pricing
HITCH PIN

This item attaches to trailer.
to secure trailer to vehicle

HITCH BALL

This item attaches to trailer.
The purpose is to secure the trailer.

HAND WAND HOSE W/ENDS

This item connects the oil pot to the wand.

HAND WAND (LOWER END)

This item can be sold separately or part of hand wand set.

* Please call or check website for current pricing
HAND WAND (UPPER END)

This item can be sold separately or part of hand wand set

HAND WAND COMPLETE SET

This is the complete hand wand set ready to use.

SPRAY ALUMINUM SHIELD

Used on emulsion jobs to prevent emulsion from getting on concrete or nearby buildings

* Please call or check website for current pricing